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ABSTRACT
y
Statistical communication theory has been used to derive the output powerj spectral density for a phase modulation process involving signal and noise at
intermediate frequencies (bandpass modulation). The results have beenapplied
to determine ground system capability while tracking a near earth orbiting sat-
' ellite, Nimbus-E, through a synchronous satellite tracking station, ATS-F. Final
I results are in the form of the ground system signal to noise power densities at
the essential signal component frequencies.
	 Recommendations are made for
values of transponder bandpass, modulation index, and Nimbus--E antenna gain.
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SUMMARY
44 The process of phase modulation by an IF signal and noise has been im esti-
gated and the general equations relating the input and output spectral densities
have been derived. These results are applied specifically to the situation of the
Goddard Range and Range Rate (GRARR) transponder on board the Nimbus-E
spacecraft relaying a tracking uplink signal through a synchronous spacecraft
(ATS-F) tracking station to the ground.
From the power spectral density equations it is shown that for low phase
modulation indices (0-2.0 radians) the phase modulation process causes a nearly
linear translation of the IF signal and noise power densities into the RF spectral
densities about the RF carrier frequency.
Based upon these results a lint: analysis of the tracking data relay link was
performed, assuming given parameters of the tracked and data relay spacecrafts.
Specific conclusions of this analysis are:
(1) Use the minimum GRARR transponder bandwidth available. The rec-
ommended value is 550 kHz.
(2) Do not use less than a 16 (1l) transmit and a 14 db receiver Nimbus-E
antenna gain. Lesser values of gain will result in increases of range rate error
above ground system resolution (minimum error).
(3) A phase modulation index of approximately 1.5 radians is preferred,
although this is not a critical item.
(4) The ground system noise temperature need not be extremely low since
the ATS-F synchronous tracking relay station noise is dominant at the ground
system input.
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ANALYSIS OF SIGNAL AND NOISE TURNAROUND IN THE
GODDARD RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRANSPONDER
1. INTRODUCTION
rn the past, when an error analysis of a spacecraft tracking system was re-
quired, it was customary to define the tracking system performance in terms of
the downlink limitations alone. This attitude toward link analysis was right and
proper since the uplink situation carried the advantage of the enormous trans-
mitting systems radiating from fixed positions on earth with their surplus of
primary power and temperature control capability. In contrast the cooperative
transmitting system aboard a spacecraft was and is typically a thc,usand times
less powerful than its ground counterpart. When the downlink analysis had been
completed, a cursory analysis of the uplink: condition usually was sufficient to
complete the tracking system error analysis.
With the advent of the tracking relay satellite, it now becomes impossibly
to describe the tracking system limitations without considering the contexhire
of the uplink: and downlink restrictions. (It may seem farcical to denote uplink
and dc vnlink in terms of radio links :_:tween the ground to orbiting spacecraft,
and orbiting spacecraft to orbiting spacec: aft, but by definition here, all radio
paths from the ground via the tracking rela , satellite(s) to the target spacecraft
are considered to be uplink. Conversely a',. radio paths to the ground from the
target spacecraft via the tracking relay ic atellite(s) are defined as the downlink.)
Each of these paths or links must be investigated to determine the effect or lack
of effect on the tracking measurement. In these investigations, processes which
heretofore had little influence on acceptable ground tracking system operation,
can be shown to produce dominant effects in the system data taking.
The purpose of this paper is the investigation of one of these processes, the
phase modulation of an uplink signal upon the downlink transmission (a free running
oscillator) on the target or tracked spacecraft. Specifically this target space-
craft carries a transponder called the Goddard Range and Range Rate (GRARR)
transponder. This transponder is noted for its simplicity of operation since it
excludes spacecraft phase lock operation and the attendant acquisition difficulties.
The main text of this paper will characterize the functioning of this transponder
and its ground system, and describe the influence on total system operation of
the turnaround (phase modulation upon the downlink) of both uplink siimal, and up-
link and/or transponder noise.
The author was prompted to begin this study by the lack of readily avail-
able theoretical tools necessary for analysis of phase modulation by signal and
1 ^
r	 -
noise. Admittedly the necessary basic theory is present in Reference 1, 2, and
3, but the specific solutions and application to a subcarricr type of modulation
system, the problem here, has not been found in the literature. Li Reference 12,
Abramson takes up the case of phase modulation by a Gaussian random process
whi	 has a Gaussian banclpass Spect ► • um, and presents a simplified method of
computing the spectrum of a carrier, angle modulated by this Gaussian random
process. llowever the present study was intended to show the results of phase
modulation by a signal imbedded in noise, and the author attempted to derive the
solutions with as little simplifying assumption as possible. Reference S derives
the downlink spectrum for the situation of an infinite signal to noise ratio at the
GRARR transponder modulator, and in the past this reference was adequate for
systvni analysis because the uplink signal to noise ratio remained very large
under normal conditions.
The mathematical description resulting from this study of the phase modula-
tion analysis has been applied to a potential tracking experiment scheduled for
the early 1970's. In the experiment a synchronous satellite, ATS-F, NO II act as
the relay station for the tracking transmissions to and from a 600 nautical mile
circular orbit, polar orbiting satellite, Nimbus-E. From this situation it be-
comes apparent quickly that the uplink from ATS-h' to Nimbus-F., and the down-
link from Nimbus-E to ATS-F are the critical links. Even with all its weight
vid complexity, the ATS-F spacecraft cannot duplicate the ground station opera-
tion with its typical excess of resources. From the usage of the derived analytical
too], it is possible to show pay ametric requirements for GRARII translxmder
modulatimi index setting, modulation bandwidth, and effective received and trans-
mitted power levels, in the context of a successfully executed relay tracking
experiment.
?,. DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
A	 beak voltage of modulator/transmitter output (volts)
R o
	peal: signal drive to modulator, described in Table II and III (volts)
Dlt)	 phase modulator constant (radians/volt)
exp(x)	 ex
f a	frequency of modulating signal, uplink translated to IF (Hz)
f B	 bandwidth of the transponder Gaussian shaped IF filter (Hz)	 •
f c	 transponder transmitter output frequency (tiz)
2
Icy
	
center frequency of the transponder IF filter (Hz)
tI	 Fourier Transform operator
I	 definition of inLegral in section 3.3, intermediate step
,i m (B o Dm) Bessel function of the first kind of integer order and argument, B O D,1.
K„ (t. T) intermediate definitions used for solution of l-. (t, )
r
N	 spacecraft noise power at IF, and input to spacecraft limiter (watts)
(n/2)
	
integer value of n/2 after rounding off
N o	 noise output of limiter and bandpass filter, and input to modulator
(watts)
N IN	 noise power input in Table XIII (dbm)
N I NT	 internally generated noise power of following block, referred to in-
put of block, in Table XIII (dbm)
N I NC
	
input noise power about the carrier (dbm)
N I N sC	 input noise power about the subcarrier (dbm)
S	 uplink signal power, translated to transponder IF, which is input to
spacecraft limiter (watts)
S c	modulator/transmitter signal power output at carrier frequency
(watts)
SSC	 modulator/transmitter signal power output at subcarrier frequency,
sum of both upper and lower spectral lines about carrier (watts)
S G
	total signal power, sum of carrier and subcarrier power, received at
ground antenna output (watts)
SGC	 carrier signal power received at ground antenna output (watts)
S GSG	 subcarrier signal power received Ott ground antenna output, sum of
both upper and lower sideband about carrier (watts)
S TN	 signal power input in Table XIII (dbm)
3
S ► NC	 carrier signal power input in Table XIII (dbm)
S c N sc	 subcarrier signal power input, sum of upper and lower spectral
components, in Table \111 (dbm)
S'	 siimal output of limiter and bandpass filter, and input to modulator
(watts)
V  (t)	 noise process defined by N o and (h( f ) , which is the drive to phase modu-
lator (Molts)
V S ( t )	 signal drive to modulator (volts)
W	 noise bower density of N (watts/Hz)
W#
	
equivalent reetangular shaped noise power density at transponder
IF (watts/Ilz); transponder noise bandwidth	 ^ —2- f e
11 x ( f )	 average spectral density of modulator/transmitter output (watts/Hz)
►1x x ( f )n= U average spectral density of modulator/transmitter signal output
(watts /Hz )
T x ( f )r,0 o average spectral density of modulator/transmitter noise output
(%k,atts/Hz)
X( t)	 time function at input to modulator/transmitter (volts)
a 	 combination of various modulating frequencies, defined by equations
(63) through (67) (radians/sec)
F m	 Neumann factor, E o	 1, E m = 2 for m/ 0
1	 noise power density of N o (watts/Hz)
41 	 noise power density about Sc (watts/11z)
`l'sc
	
noise power density about S sc/2, at either upper or lower spectral
line about the carrier (Nvatts/Hz)
(1)c
	ground system noise newer density (watts/Hz.)
41 GC
	
noise power density about ScC (watts/Hz)
•
4
3	 --
*USC
	
noise power dens ity
 
alwut Scsc/2 , about either upper or lower side-
bmid about Sac (watts/11z)
! X (t , T) covariance function of nonstation a rY ensemble
4t (7)	 autocorrelation function for individual sample function, x(t )
'Y P 	 combination of various modulating frequencies, defined by equations
(50) through (54) (radians/sec)
^PCI )	 autocorrelatien function for transponder IF nose process
R( t )	 Dm V  ( t ) * D? V S ( t), (radians)
W x
 ( f )	 lx)wer spectral density for individual sample function, x(t )
3. DEFINITION OF MILIEU
Reference 7, J, and 10 describe respectively: The Goddard Range and Range
Rate Tracking System, The Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder, and
the ATS-F/NIMBUS-E data relay experiment. The interested reader may glean
total detail from the perusal of these documents, but it is feL that sufficient infor-
mation is presented here to avoid supplementary reading. Specifically all the reader
need understand is the method of doppler extraction from the uplink and down-
link transmissions, because this study only concerns itself with the doppler or
range rate measurement. In the future it will be desirable to extend this study
to include a concise description of the effect on the range measurement also.
This requires a substantial extension of the derived theory, but preliminary es-
r►
	 timates of the range measurement degradation can be made from the effects of
modulating by an unmodulated uplink, which are included here.
3.1 GRARR Transponder Description
Figure 1 shows a functional block diagr,-.m of a GRARR transponder. Before
proceeding with its description, it must be noted that the IF portion may be con-
figured to accommodate more than one uplink signal. In Figure 1, the Configura-
tion shown is that one which will be used in the tracking experiment. The uplink
signal, unmodulated or our purposes here, is received at 1800 Mliz. One crystal
oscillator is used within the transponder and one of its f l metions, after suitable
ir- itiplications,is the translation of the 1800MHz uplink signal to a 2.4 Milz inter-
mediate frequency. Two converF-ions (mixers) are used to attain the 2.4 MHz IF
frequency from the 1800 MHz. The 2.4 MHz frequency is filtered in a bandpass
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rfilter (2.4 MHz chann:,• 1 filter in Figure 1), limited, filtered again to remove har-
monics, passed through a enable/disable circuit (squelch gate), and modulated on
the downlink carrier at 2253 n111z, which also is generated from the single crys-
tal oscillator within the transponder. The resulting downlink transmissions in
the absence of noii;e are 3 primary spectral components at 2253 MHz, 2253-
2.4 MHz, and 2253 + 2.4 MHz. The 2.4 MI1:- intermediate frequency becomes a
2.4 MHz su'acarrier frequency on the 2253 MHz carrier frequency by means of
the phase modulation process.
The ground tracking system which originated the uplink signal, phase locks
to the downiink carrier, demodulates and phase locks to the subcarrior, and Avith
suitable combination of the ccirrier, subcarrier, and ground transmitted fre-
quencies, the ground tracking system extracts the doppler frequency caused by
the rate of change of the uplink and downlink paths. That, concisely is the means
of the doppler frequency or range rate extraction process.
Implied in Figure 1 is the accompanying modulation of the downlink carrier
by noise, limited and shaped by the IF circuitry. The source of this noise can
be internal to the transponder and/or radiated to the transponder from potential
noise sources such as the ground transmitting system or the relay satellite.
Origination of the noise depends upon the situation considered and in the experi-
ment uplink, it will be predominantly GRARR transponder internal noise.
3.2 Noise Power Spectral Density Definitio n
At this point, .3ome definitions are required. Define W( f ) as the limiter in-
put noise spectral density in %% ,atts/Hz. In Figure 1, W( f ) would result from the
shaping of the relatively broadband, transponder internal noise by the 2.4 MHz
channel filter. It is assumed that this filter produces a Gaussian band pass spec-
trum, a good approximation for the output of a sharply-tuned multi-stage filter,
when white noise is applied to the input. White noise, of course, is defined as
noise having a spectral density uniform over the frequency ba nd of interest.
Figure 2 presents a plot of W( f ) , the limiter input noise spectral density
produced by the 2.4 MHz charnel filter shaping. W' ( f ) is also shown in Figure 2
to illustrate the equivalent bandpass of an ideal filter which contains the same
noise power, N, as the Gaussian shaped bandpass filter. This equivalent rectan-
gular bandwidth or noise bandwidth is equal to 2 ^ f B- f CF is defined as the
center frequency of the IF filter in Hz, and for the relay experiment is equal to a
2.4 MHz. f B is a bandwidth in Hz; at f	 f B , the limiter input noise power spec-
tral density, W, is down 2.17 db relative to the density at f CF*
The table included a:t the right in Figure 2 contains the fraction of N, the
total noise power contained within 3 f B , 4 f B , 5 f B, etc. For example, the noise
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9power contained within the total frequency spread of 5 f H about f CF in the Gaus-
sian shaped spectrum is equal to 98.87o of the total available IF noise power N.
It will be seen later that the choice of a Gaussian shaped input filter makes the
needed mathematical manipulation much more tractable. Additionally, the non-
white noise power densit 'v W(f) is physically more reasonable than the ideal
filter response (shown as Vt'' ( f ) in Figure 2) with the abrupt transitions at
f C F	 2» f a t2 and fCF - t27fBA
It now remains to relate N, f a , and S, where S is the uplink signal power in
watts. translated to IF, and input to the spacecraft limiter. In the transponder.
two equivalent noise bandwidths are of interest: 550 kHz and 3.9 hlHz. These
noise bandwidths will be considered because they meet requirements l for pass-
ing a "narrow" and a "wideband" uplink signal containing the ranking code.
For the 550 kHz equivalent noise bandwidth, the largest ground modulation fre-
quency used is 100 kHz, and for the 3.9 MHz equivalent noise bandwidth, the
largest ground modulation frequency is 500 kHz. No further discussion will be
given of the ranging modulation, except that its range of frequencies sets the
minimum transponder noise bandwidth. Table I shows the calculation of param-
eters for the two noise bandwidths in relating them to the Gaussian bandpass
filter and the uplink: signal to noise ratio, S /N . The ratio S'W( f = f CF) expresses
the signal to noise power density at the translated uplink frequency, before
entering the limiter. We will proceed to follow S'W( f - f CF ) through the
limiter, bandpass filter, and through the modulator/transmitter, and observe
the changes rendered by the nonlinear processes.
3.3 Description of Limiter Effects
In 1953 Davenport published his now-classic paper, "Signal-to-Noise Ratios
in Band-Pass Limiters" in the J-urnal of Applied Physics (Referer._ G). His
paper showed that at the output of the limiter, centered about the limiter input
frequencies, the output signal to noise ratio is essentially directly proportional
to the input signal to noise ratio for all values of the input signal to noise ratio.
However in the paper, he presents no convenient means to relate tht nput noise
power density to the output noise power density, although one suspeC,s that be-
cause the signal to noise ratios are essentially directly proportional, the input
and output noise power densities will be rel pted similarly. References 11 and
13 2 take up the task of relating the input and output noise spectral densities, es-
pecially near the the center frequency of the limiter operation. Tausworthe's
l Requirements are for modulation bandwidth, distortion, delay, expected oscillator drift in
transponder, etc.
References 11 and 13 were brought to the attention of the author by Heffernan of Goddard Space
Flight Center. Mr. Heffernan also is conducting investigations in phase modulation by signal
and noise.
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Table I
Caleulation of Sigmal to Noise Power Density at Transponder Limiter Input.
Equivalent Noise Bandwidth - Equivalent Noise Bandwidth =
NBW = 550 kHz NBW = 3.9 MHz
N N
J-2 ,7 f	
NI3W
B
N
OT f NBW
e
N
550.000
f e
	
^
219, 418 Hz 3,900,000f B
	
=
7l
1.555, 875 Nz
N (f - f	 ) 2C F
N
f-fcF21W( f)
2 7 f B exp	
-
	
-
2 fB W(f)	 -	
-	 exp
2n f B
_
2 fB
(f	 f cF) l^ (t - f cF)2_W( f)	 1.818(10_ 6) Nexp 9.629 (10 1 °))
_	 _ ^
W(f)	 2.564(10	 ) NE-xp 4.841 (10 1 2)
S S
N S N
W(f) (f - f cF) 2W( f)	 (f - f cF)21.818 (10 - h ) c^xp 9.629 (10 10 ) 2.564 (10 - ^) c^xp 4.841. (1012)
S S S S
W(f	 fc F ) N W(f	 f cF ) N
55,000,000 100 390,000,000 100
5,500,000 10 39,000,000 10
550 9 000 1 3,900,000 1
55,000 0.1 390,000 0.1
5,500 0.01 399000 0.01
550 0.001 3,900 0.001
3
10
,y
NW(f) =2-n	 exp -fB 
f - fcFll2
2 fB (1)
interesting conclusion is that the ratio of output signal to noise spectral density
ratio to input signal to noise spectral density ratio varies between 1 and 1.16 for
all values of input signal to noise ratio. At first this result seems questionable
when one considers that the ratio of the output to input signal to noise ratio varies
between 0.785 and 2.0.
Upon further reflection, a physical explanation of Tausworthe's results
might 'ie as follows: In the nonlinear operation of the limiter, the spectrum of
the noise input tends to be b roadened at the limiter output by the beating of the
noise with it3elf and with the signal within the limiter. By summing up the total
noise power at the output (centered about the limiter center frequency of opera-
tion) one may receive a slightly false impression of th ,
 effective noise spectral
density because the extended tails of the noise spectrum resulting from the limit-
ing action contribute to total noise power.
Tausworthe's results presented a quandary to the author as to how should
the limiter output noise spectral density be described. The question was resolved
by considering the limiter and subsequent filter to perform in either of 2 ways:
1. The output signal to noise power density is directly proportional to the
output signal to noise power ratio, and Davenport's results for output S/N ratio
can be applied directly to output signal to noise power density ratio.
2. The output noise power density is directly proportional to the input noise
power density, and the sum of the signal and noise power at the limiter output is
a constant (a slight simplification of the Tausworthe result).
Each variation of limiter and filter operation was used to calculate link degrada-
tion and these 2 solutions bound all possible solutions for any intermediate cases
of limiter operation. It will be evident later that very little difference occurs
between the two bounds.
Tables II and III will help to clarify the preceding paragraph. In Table II,
the limiter output signal and noise power density are calculated for condition (1).
The shape of the input and output noise spectrum are identical except for a chancre
in overall amplitude. Broadening of the tails of the noise density is neglected.
Where before from Table I the limiter input noise spectral density was described
as:
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the limiter output noise spectral density in watts/Hz becomes:
N ,,	 f - f CF/
l 1
('( f)	 2^^ f exp -	 2 f 2	 (2)
F3	 k3
Bandwidth wid center frequencies remain the same, all that changes is N be-
comes N.. The bandpass filter following; the limiter merely removes harmonics,
and 'l)( f ) is the noise spectral density input to the modulator. In Table II, D 11 is
defined as the phase modulator constant in radians/volt, S' is the signal output
in watts from the limiter into the modulator, N o is the filtered noise output
(watts) of the limiter into the modulator, and B. is the peak (not rms) voltage
corresponding to the signal output power of the limiter and bandpass filter, S' .
B o
 is the peak signal voltage drive to the modulator. Table II was prepared from
values read front Davenport's gTaph, relating output signal and noise power to
input signal to noise ratio. S' and N o  were scaled from Davenport's graph to
useful values of modulator input.
Note in Table II, for large input signal to noise ratios to the limiter, the
pea.: signal voltage output,B o , multiplied by the mtxlulator constant, D, , , re-
suits in a peal: modulator drive of 1.5 radians. At a signal to noise ratio in-
put of 0.001, the effective peak signal modulator drive is only 0.04204 radians,
but now the effective RATS drive from, the noise,	 D-^ , results in a RAIS
radian change of 1.0607 radians. At 	 input oignal to noise ratios the signal
drives the modulator, at low input signal to noise iatio the noise drives the
nkodulator.
Table III has been prepared in illustration of condition (2), a simplification
of Tausworthe's results, Here it is assumed that the shape of the output noise
spectral density remains unchanged as under condition (1), that is3:
(p( f )
	
=
N ()	 ,
rxl {2^ f a (f f CF) 2
1
2fB
	 j
(2)
but a different method is used to calculate N,, from S and N. Definitions for
*( f ) and N ., remain the same, only their numerical values change slightly. Out-
put power of the limiter; bandpass filter is a constant .505 watts with the
S Taasworthe's results imply noise spectrum broadening, but it is assumed here that the bandpass
f ; l • ,-r ;kirts remove the broadened part of the spectrum and restore the noise spectral density at
th( -itput to the same form as at the limiter input. The simplification here is assuming no signal
to noise power density degradation occurs for any input signal to noise ratio.
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Taole III
Sample Calculation of Signal and Noise Input to 1odulator
with No Limiter Degradation Effects Included.
Mod. Index
DI S S' - N o S' No Bq ^' I3o D^ llf
Radians/volt N Watts Watts Watts Volts Radians R(Peak)
ns(adia
adia
lull 0.5 0.005 1.0 1.5 0.10606
10 0.45909 0.045909 0.9582 1.437 0.3214
1.5 1 .505 0.2525 0.2525 0.7106 1.066 0.7537
0.1 0.045909 0.45909 0.3030 0.4545 1.0163
0.01 0.005 0.5 0.1000 0.1500 1.0607
0.001 0.000504 0.501495 0.03176 0.0476 1.0654
apportioning of power to signal and noise set by the input signal to noise ratio to
the limiter. Just as under condition (1), it can be seen that the modulator drive
is mostly signal fcr large S /N, and mostly noise for low S/N .
4. DERIVATION OF PHASE 1%TODULATOR OUTPUT POWER SPECTRUA1
Up to this point, the assumptions have been set down leading to the definition
of the signal and noise structure at the input to the GRARR transponder phase
modulator/transmitter. It is at this point that the important derivation is made
for the output power spectral density of the phase modulator/transmitter when
an unmodulated signal and noise (as defined in section 2.3) are the input.
4.1 Definition of Method4
One must begin with definition of symbols so that an orderly presentation of
results can follow. We have a function of time, x( t ) , at the output of the
modulator/transmitter whic.i has been assumed to be a combination of a periodic
function (an unmodulated sinusoid), and a random function described by total
power, N o , and a Gaussian shaped power spectral density (Equation 2). The
iminary background, the reader unversed in statistical communication theory should read
Reference 5 for definition of the mathematical processes expressed in engineering language. As
further background he ..itould also read pgs. 35 to 39 of Reference 1.
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covariance of this random process consisting of siimal ant noise is defined as
(tx (t '
 T)	 <X(t +T ) X• ( t )>	 (3)
where < > indicates expected or average value of the enclosed function and the
symbol * indicates the complex conjugate. The covariance function fix ( t , r ) is
shown as a function of time, t , and time difference, - r , because the function x( t )
may be a sample function from a none.rgodic (nonstationary) ensemble and, the
probability densities derived from each sample function, x(t) , are dependent
upon the origin from which time was measured.
The spectral density of the ensemble U,, ( f ) , the output of the phase
modulator/transmitter and the desired result, is defined as the average spectral
density of the individual sample functions
a,X ( f ) - <("" ( f )>
	
(4)
where the autocorrelation function for an individual sample function, x(t) , is
defined as the time average
T
¢xCr	 X(t+T)X0(t)	 11(11 I	 X(t+T)X*(t)dt	 (5)T- m
J-T
and
wx (f	 (•r) exp(- j 277 fT )dr	 (6)
r
q5 x Cr )	 wx ( f ) exp ( j 27  f T ) d f	 (7)
_OD
Equations (6) and (7) are the Fourier transform pair relating the individual
sample function, x( t ), its autocorrelation, -f x ( T ) , and its power spectral
density ce X ( f ) .
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To solve Equation (1) we tare the expected value of Equation (ti)
W X ( f )
	
<•x(f)>	 <	 'x(T) exp(-- i277fr)(II> •	 (K)
D
By assuming th ►► t the exlxcted value operation can be done inside ...3 WegrM,
one has
^D
W X (f)	 ^'^„(f)>	 0,(')> exp(-1 211fT ) d '	 (0)
_m
Similarly by taking the expected value of Equation J) one has
m
0" ( T )>	 <Wx ( f )> ('xp( i 27r f T ) df	 (10)
Equations (9) and (10) are the Fourier transform pair relating the expected value
of the autocorrelation function and the expected value of the power spectral den-
sity for the sample iunc±ion x(t) . From Fquations (ai) and (10) we have
x (f )	 - < Wx( f 0	 X x( T .0	 (11'
where 3 denotes the Fourier transform operation.
Now if it is assumed that time and ensemble averages may be irnterchmiged,
then
(T)> _	 r)	 aim	 4wx (t, T) dt	 (12)
-r
where (kx (t, T) is the time average of 1 , (t, T) , and
W X ( f) _ CS FX ( t , )^	 (13) I
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Equation (13) is the desired result relating the average spectral density, "
x 
( f ),
of the ensemble defined in Equation (K), to the Fourier transform of the average
covariance, (t x ( t. .1 ) , of the non-stationary ensemble.
4.2 Application of Method
The application of the method of 4.1 follows directly. Define the ou tput % ,OIt-
age of the modulator/transmitter to be:
X(t)	 Acos[;2, f c t +Dm VN ( t )+D , VS(t)1	 (14)
where A is the Leak voltage of the modulator/transmitter output (A. / 2 = total
available power), f C is the transmitter center frequency (2233 Alliz), V N ( t ) is
the random process defined by N O and 4% ( f ) , D„, already defined, is the phase
modulator constant, and
1S ( t ) - BO cos 2n f ,, t	 (15)
V S ( t ) is the signal drive to the modulator in volts, B. is the peak signal i 'rive
(see Table II or III), and f ” is the frequency of Cic modulating signal in IN. f
is the uplink frequency, translated to IF within the transponder (2.4 MHz), which
modulates the phase modulator/transmitter.
The calculation of ,t-,, ( t. - ) follows the definition of x (t ) :
4 x ( t ,"r )	 <A cos [2TTf`'(t+T),Dt.VN(t +-r) rpoVS(t +T)1
x Ac•os 127T f C t + Do V N (t) + Dm V S (t)]>. (16)
Let
Q( t)
	
D,aVN (t) + DItVS (t) 	 (17)
Then
¢x (t, T)	 A'<cos [-,),TT f c (t +?) + Q(t +T)1 cos 1277 f e t +Q(t )^^	 (1`^)
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By the law of cosines,
cos A cos R
	
1 [co-, (A + B) + cos (A - B)l
A2
:Xcto	 2 	 cos 14 fct+277fcr +n(t
+r)+0(t)1
+ cos [2-" f C T + 0( t + 'r	 t > •(19)
J
It is convenient to write Equation (19) in exponent i n I form :
A^
^ X (t, T)	 2 <Reexp j [4 - f7ct+2rrf^T +_Q(t +T) +Q(t)]}>
A2
+ 2 <Re exp S j [2 r! f c T + 0( t + r) - f2( t )l^^• (20)
At this point we wish to examine only:
< eXp {j (n(t +T)	 t)^ 	 (21)
Define this function as K 1 (t , T) , an intermediate step in the solution for (fx (t ,'r).
From (17)
K 1 (t, T)	 <exp jj D^ [ V '^ (t +T)+Vs (t+T)- VN(t) - VS(t)1 1, .	 (22)
It has been assumed that the signal and noise at the input to the modulator are
independent of each other, thus
K 1 (t , T) _ \exp S J Dt [V, ( t + T ) - V N ( t ),	 ^E'xP ^) D^ [V S ( t + r )
l
	
_ Vs (t )] ).
 >	
(23)
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From Reference 1, page 34 using Rowe's solution for the joint characteristic
function, we have for the first average of K 1 it,  T )
<eXp{ D^ IV	 JN 
(t + T ) - V N (t )1 I
	
L>-exp
	D(t- 	 - T(T )] }
	
(24'
where r (0) is the autocorrelation function for the modulating noise process with
-r = 0, and T(T) is the autocorrelation function with T as a variable.
From Reference 5, page 626, the autocorrelation function for a Gaussian
bandpass spectrum is given as
^D( `; ) =	 N o E'Xp	
( 2-n
 2	 COS 277f CF T	 (25)
and for
	 0
^P(0) _: No	 (26)
Combir:-ng Equations 	 (25), and (26), one arrives at
<expj Dt [VN(t+T)..VN ( t )>	 (-xp - D2N o [1{	 J}	 L
- exp 0 r2-7fBT)2COS 2-nf CF Fl^ . (27)
Now examine the second average of K 1 ( t , r)
m
	
<explD,[V s (t+T) - V s (t)jI > _
	 EmJm (B,D,,) 
COS 
m2 7 f a T	 (28)
f T,
M = 0
Equation (28) has been der ived by Middleton (Reference 2) on page 612, and used here
with B o , D't, and f ., already defined in terms of the transponder signal modulation
pr. oc-ess. J,n (B o D,,) is a Besse;l function of the 1st kind of integer order. E m is
is
I*
-	
-	
--	 -
	
the Neumann factor with
E o
	
1	 (29)
E m = 2	 m	 0	 (30).
E(wation 20 no%% becomes
l
(fx (t,T) = 
A2
2 <Re exp ^j[4-nfct4277fCT+Q(t+'r)+0(t)]}^
A2
2 Re ^K 1 (T ) exp j 2-n f c ^]	 (31)
Note that K, (t, ?) has become a function of alone, so that it may be
expressed as K ► ( •r) in Equation (31). Similarly in Equation 31, it can be shoNk-n
by the p.--ceding method that
<vxp("(t+'r)+Q(t)}>
	 K, (,T)(32)
where K 2 (7 ) is another function dependent upon 'T only. It will be evident shortly
that a complete solution for K 2 ('T) is not required because it is contained within
a term that goes to zero. Equation (31) upon simplification is:
2
	 ft, 7-A 2
	ReK 2( -r)eXp[I(4-nfCt +277fc7'
A2
+ 2 Re fK ► CO exp [j 27T f c 71 ^ .(33)
The next step required, as outlined in section 4.1 calls for taking the
Ensemble average, < >, by means of the time average of Equation (33)
T
¢' X ( t , T)	 T im 2T	 ^x ( t , T) d 	 = 0, *' , % )^	 (34)
-T
20	
t
T
(t, x (t. T)	 2 Re K 2 (T)exp r j 2-,rf c •T Iim I	 exp [ 1 4rr f e t] ^1tl	 J T -- U	 L
-T
A2
	
+ 2 Re { K t (-r ) exp [ j 2'n f  1 1 	(35)
The integral within the first term of Equation (35) is zero, that is
1 f T	 sin 4n f  T
T i m2T	 exp ^j +1 fe t] (it = T'm 4'n	 f e T	 0	 for	 f  / U . (3G)
T
Equation (35) becomes after this simplification:
A2
X (t, T)	 2 Re fK
	
(
t ( T ) exp lj 2 -71 f  -1	 (37)
and with removal of the exponential form
2
X (t, r)	 2 K t (-r) cos 2w f e r	 (38)
with K, ( T ) defined by Equations (27) and (28)
Cr
K 1 ( T ) = exp	 D 2 N . [1 - exp (j C2 ,n f $ ,r 12 cos 2-rr f CF	 r m J m (g . D4
M= 0
X cos m 277 f a 'r . (39)
cinally from Equation (13), ^. (f ) , the average spectral density, can be
. d for by the Fourier transform of ^,t x (t, T) . Note that (t,. ( t , T) is no longer
a function of time after the time averaging.
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4
Ax Cos 2n f 
CF 
-7]
JJJ
M= 0
[F m 1 m (B o Dm) COS nl 2T/ f a TJ dT (41)
m
TX (f
	
t, r) vxp( j 27, fI) d^
L
4 ^x ( t ^) Cos 21r f T d-r . (40)
0
Combining Equations (38), (39), and (40), we have the expression for the average
power spectral density of the phase modulator/transmitter output, expressed in
integral form:
m
IU x (f)	 4 cos 2-7 f i 2 Cos 
z" 
f c r exp	 D^ N^ [1 - exp (j Y' f B "r) 20
4.3 Solution of the Integral T,( f )
The infinite summation contained within the integral of Equation (41) has values
for the peak amplitudes of each term in m expressed as the square of Bessel
functions of the first kind of integer order. The argument B,D¢, from practical
limitations, will be no larger than 2.0. To show the rapid convergence of this
infinite series for arguments less than 2.0, Table 4 lists values of Jm ( R . D , ) for
various values of m and for B ,, D,,
 less than 2.0. For our purpose here we shall
truncate the series at m - 6. This allows the integral W , ( f ) to be expressed
as
6
L 2	 1)M J m \ B o D
In-  0 fu 
(cos 27T fT) (cos 2-ufc -r)Wx (f)	 2A2 E'xp (- D2 N.)
X (COS m 277 f a T) exp L(D'k2 N U cos 27! f CF T) exp(I C27' f B 'T ) 2 ] dT . (42)
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''4.1U.0	 A.	 0'
'cable IV
Illustration of Convergence of Bessel Function Series for B . Dm
 Less Phan 2.0.
ID
r m j  ( Bo Dm ) cos m 2 7  f -r - 1 0 ( B o D ,„ ) + 2 J 12 ^E3^ Dm) cos 2-n f H T
m = 0
2 1 22 (B ^ Dm ) cos 41 f e r+ 2 13 (B. Dm ) cos 677 f e
+	 2 1 42 ( B o DA cos 877 f e T 4	 2 1 52 ( B , D t ) cos 1071 f a T	 +	 .. .
Jm2 ( B n D^ )
Modulation m	 0 m= 1 m	 2 m= 3 m= 4 m	 5
Index_
B O Dm = 0.5 .88073 .05869 .00094 .00001 3 (10- ^ )
B o DO = 1.0 .58553 .19364 .01320 .00038 .0G Al 6 (10-”)
B O DO = 1.5 .26197 .31129 .05386 .00372 .00014 3 (10-6)
BOD(h = 2.0 .05013 .33261 .12449 .01663 .00116 00005
Now expand the exponential function in a power series:
exp [(D N o cos 2-nf C  r) exp (j r-r' f B T)2]
m D 2 n N n
o
n,	 Cos n 2-uf cF Texp 1-n (Yr2- 71f B T) 2] . (43)
n = 0
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The series in Equation (43) is uniformly convergent over [ 0, r 1 and the sum-
mation sign of Equation (43) can be placed outside the integral.
b	 m	 D 2n N n(f)	 2A2^xp("DT Nrr^ L^ F m J m ( B o D^) rni	 (cos 2» Ur
m 0 n 0
(cos 277 f  T ) (cos m 2 ,1 f a T) (cos 27, f CF T)" cxp [- n (C2n f s -r )2] dT . (44)
Here we look at only the integral, defined as I,
co
I	 (cos 2nfT) (Cos 2nf c 'r) (cos m2T'fa r) (cos 2nfcFT)"
n
exp [- Fr ( ,-2-71 f a -1 2 d,.
(45)
The one term in the integral which still prevents facile integration is
( cos 27T f CF T ) n. It can be shown that this function can be expressed as a finite sum
of terms for an integer n > 0:
[n/21	 R.Fn-2k
(cos 2n fcFT)n	 2n T,k!(n-k)+ cos (n- 2k) 2n f cF T	 (46)
k = 0
F n - 2 k is the Neumann factor with
F 0 -	 1	 (47)
( r ^ 0)
	 (48)
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k! (n l - k ) ! is the binomial coefficient (k and [n/21 is the integer value of
n/2 after rounding off.
1 9 the integral  now becomes
rn '21
	 n. E
I = 2^	 k1 11 ^^ k2)ki 	 (-os 2n f rI [cos 2-nf^ ^^ cos m 2n f -71
=o 	f
[cos ( n - 2k ) 277 f CF	 eap [- n (6n f n -r) 2] d.r .(49)
Let
27, f C	 A	 (50)
m 2nf^	 13	 (51)
	
2^7 f = C
	 (52)
(n-A)2 77f cF 	D.	 (5:3)
Then
(cos A7] 1cos B' I [cos C 7 1 [cos D7 
1
8 ^cos (A 4 B + C + D) -r + cos (A 4 B - C - D) ,r -+ cos (A + B + C - D)r
+ cos (A+B-C+D)T+ cos(A - B 1 C + D)T + cos(A - B - C - D)T
R
1
+ cos (A-B+C-D)T+ cos (A-B-C+DoTJ	 Cos	 (54)
n _ 1
where the -Y P. are defined by Equations 50 through 54. Equation (49) now
becomes
1	 n. En-2k
I	 2n L
	
8k!(n_ k) ,	 (.xp [- 11	 ,rfB r^^] cos yP T dr . (55)
k = 0	 =I
=I	 0P= 
From definite integral tables, one finds
.rr ^ xp
h2
m	
4a2
exp (- a 2 X 2) cos bx dx	 2a	 (a > 01	 (56)
U
Upon application of this Integral solution to I, I becomes
1 [n /2 1
	q	 n! E	 _- 2 
1 1
	
n-2k	 1	 p
r
I	 2r,	 8k! (n - k) !
	 2 2 
_
_rr n f a exp 8n 77 2
 f ©z I	 (J7)
k = 0, p = 1
	 J
with the restrictions that n > 0. This restriction will he removed shortly.
Equation (57) simplifies slightly to
	
[n /2]	 q
	
n	 E	
2
!	 n- 2k _	 yp
I	 n 2 n+ 9/2 { ^	 k ! (n - k) ! exp 8n -n 2 f 2	 (58)H
	
	 6k = 0 p = I
still with the restriction that n > 0. The implication of this restriction is, at
11	 0 the resulting Equation (44) represents the values of the signal components
in the spectruin. For n > 1 in Equation (44), the results represent the noise
power spectral density after the modulation process. To evaluate ^x (f ) at
V
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n = 0 it is convenient to express Equation (44) as
6	 m	 n2nNn
X x (f) - L J K3 Srl!	
fo 
(cos 277 f7'	 cos 2r,f c T)(
 Cos m2»f.•r
m = 0
O L
n=	
)
.O
0
x( cos 2 n f C F T) n c•xp [- rl (f " f B1 2 ]  d 7 (59)
where K 3
 represents all terms not dependent on ti. Now from Equation (46)
(cos 2 rr f	 T)"CF	 2n E n r0S n 2n CFf 	T	 2	 CF+ fj	 cos (n - 2) 277 f 	Tn
+ n(n - 1)
	
2!	 En - q cos (n-4)277f cF T +	 (GO)
and [A rl equal to zero, ( cos 2n f CF r ) n becomes
E
o cos 0	 1 .	 (61
The factor exp [ n ( f2
-7, f B 'r) 2] equals 1 at n = 0 so that
6	 ^
^x ( f ) n= 0	 L K 3	 ( cos 2 7  f 'r) ( cos 2-Tr f c T ) ( cos in 27T f a T ) d-r .(62)
M= 0
Recall that we defined
	
277 f c = A
	 (63)
in 27T f 
a	 B	 (64)
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4
2rT f	 Ili it
and
(cosAr) (cos B, ) (cos Cr)
	 4 cos (A B C)'r
	 4 cus (A • 1s C) r
1	 1j 4 cos (A- B + C)'r + 4 cos ( A -- B - C) t
4
1 t^
4 /	 ('OS a q rq= 1
Then
h	 4 K
^	 3
^x ( f )"= o	 4	 cos n q T dT
m 0 c1 1	 0
The integral of Equation (68) results in the impulse function,
1
cos 2rT f t dt	 2 0 ( f )	 (69)
v
where 8( f ) is an even unit impulse function.
Equation (68) becomes
6	 4
K a 1
M = O q 1
xs
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.a 1
(66)
(67)
(68)
Writing out the terms of the ay series in Equation (70) we have
K a
	x(f)n,0 =	 8 [,, (2n f C 4 in 2rr f . + 27r 	 f	 Pry f C + in 2117r f	 2 r, f^LM=O
	+ 6(2nf c
-m2nf. 4 2nf)	 + E(1,Tf c -m2n f^-2"fj^	 (71)
We must rememlx^r that 2 ,7 fc and 27, f
.
 are greater than zero (they are real
frequencies) and 27T f can only be equal to or greater than zero in the inte gral
T
cos y -r d-r40
This means that
	
2TT f i 271 f 
c
+ m 2r f	 > 0	 (72)
	
(277f+271 f c -m2-T f	 > 0	 (73)
and
S(2nf+2"fc +m 2T'f„),
are always  eyua 1 to zero . 	 (74)
b( 27T f 4 2TT f 
c
- m 2T f
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With this restriction we arrive at
K
U'x(f)n_o	 R [b (2rf C • m2nf a -2770 + 8(271fc
M- 0
m 2-rr f it - 2n f)] .(75)
With the reinsertion of the value for K 3 , Equation (75) becomes
OD
zA-
^x(f)n=0 -	 7  4 exp(- D^ No)FmJm(B,Dc) Co(2^fC {m2^ f-2-fff)
M7 0
+ 8 (2-n f C - m 2-u f a	 27T f )] (76)	 3
and Equation (76) states the resulting signal power spectrum as a function of
signal and noise. If the noise power into the modulator is zero, exp{- D't N,,}
equals 1 and Equation (76) reduces to the usual method of calculating signal
power in the carrier ( f	 f c ), the subcarrier, ( f = f C - f a and f = f C + f e ),
and higher order terms ( f	 f C + m f
' 1 9 f	 f C - m f a ).
At Equatiov (58), we digressed to the solutions of W "
 (f) only for the signal
components of the spectrum. At that time, however, the solution existed (in
fragments) for the noise power spectral density. Here we put the fragments to-
gether. We can remove the restriction that n > 0 by deleting n = 0 from the
summation, since we have already solved for it as the signal spectrum. We
30
combine here Equations (44) and (58)
2	 6	 m	 [n/2^
	
8A	 2 
1 L T Lu,x k f ) n-00 	 2 f 	 'XP ^— ^^ No/H
	
m-	 n= 1 k = 0 p = 1
Em Jm (B. D I) D%"N °	 I — - Y 2 (77)
rn ?" k! (n - k)!	 En- 2k E"^^''18n „2 f2
to arrive at the expression for the noise power spectral density at the output of
the phase modulator/transmitter. Equations (76) and (77) are the desired result
but unfortunately the physical picture has been lost in the mire of algebra. The
author was forced to automate the calculation of these functions in order to
present meaninlftl results (which are strongly lacking when one views Equations
(76) and especially (77)). Pictorial results will be shown in the following section
so that the strength of this analytical tool ma y be made more clear.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS—TRANSPONDER SIGNAL AND ?NOISE OUTPUT
The solution for Equations (76) and (77) requires a large amount of calcula-
tion, and it was obvious that machine computation was required. Preceding sec-
tions had already defin--d all parameters needed for the calculation (i.e., Table I,
11 and III), except for A, the peak amplitude of the transponder output voltage. It
was convenient to make A -= f2l , in order to noz mali ze the total available trans-
ponder output power at 1 watt. With this final parameter defined, the calculation
of numerical results followed the machine execution of a program developed by
Mr. C. W. Murray of Goddard Space Flight Center. This program maintains as
variable parameters: A t Dt, N ,>, 110  f H , f C , f a , and f cF so that various con-
ditions can be assumed for the transponder input signal and noise. Recall how-
ever that the transponder limiter input noise power spectral density is assumed
Gaussian shaped, and that the modulator input noise power spectral density
retains the same shape and is assumed uncorrelated with the unmodulatad signal
input to the modulator.
Additionally Tables II and III which show calculations for N o , B . as function
of S /N at the limiter input, assume that the transponder "hard" limits on trans-
ponder noise even in the absence of a signal. Thus the input to the modulator
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remains essentiallN , a constant for all values of S N 5 whether it be predominantly
signal or predominantly noise or intermediate combinations.
Table I shows the calculation of sigaal to noise power density at the limiter
inPrtt ,ur two values of transponder noise bandwidth, 0 , 211 f B	 550 kHz or
3900 kHz.. From practic- 1 1 considerations (ranging code bandwidths), these 2 values
of f B will be the only ones considered further here, although the program will
accommodate any reasonable f B .
D,,, the phase modulator constant, a.s mentione^^: previously, can only vary
over a practical range of 0 to 2.0. If this value is made Larger than 2.0, the
carrier component of the downlink spectrum passes th rough zero value, and
gTound carrier phase lock operation becomes more difficult. A value of 2.0 for
D t can be considered as the maximum value of a "narrow-band" phase modula-
tion system typified by the GRARR system as differentiated from a "wide-bard"
angle modulation system (phase or frequency modulation).
f c is set at 2253.0 MHz because that is the frequency of the GRARR trans-
ponder output, but it is not a sensitive parameter here. f and fc F have been
set equal, that is the uplink transmission is transL• ited to the exact center of the
t-°a.nsponder IF, but the computer program could accept offset conditions. f is
set by ground system constraints to be one of 3 subcarrier frequencies, 1.4, 2.4
or 3.2 MHz and has been chosen at 2.4 MHz for the experiment. f ,
, 
is not
cal for narrow noise bandwidths such as 550 kHz, because the modulating 	 1
nois. at zero frequency is inconsequential. However for a transponder noise 	 1
bandwidth of 3900 kHz, choice of the 1.4 MHz subcarrier frequency presents a
noticeable amount of noise power at zero frequency into the modulator and slightly
affects the output spectrum. But in the real, physical, world, it is not possible
to have a very wide bandwidth about a small center frequency, so that the value
of this type of calculation (performed as a test of the program) is meaningless.
Figure 2a was calculated under the following conditions: A - f2-, D41 = 1.0,
1.5, and 2.0, N o varied between 0.0025 to 0.5 watts (see Table II) as a function
of input S/N, B o varied between 1.0 and 0.028025 (for D^ = 1.5 and see Table II),
}
	
	
f B = 219, 418 Hz (noise bandwidth = 550 kHz), f c = 2253 MHz, f 3 = 2.4 M-Hz,
and f CF = 2.4 MHz. The input to the modulator was assumed to be the same
1
S The only alternative to keeping the drive to the modulator a constant would be to adjust the mod-
ulator drive as a function of the input signal (input noise stays constant). For low signal to
noise ratios at the input, this impli-s phase locked loop operation and negates the entire utility
of the GRARR transponder.
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1
Gaussian shape as the input W the limiter, but the amplitudes of the signal and
noise density follow the changes in total output signal to noise as input signal to
noise ratio is varied (Condition 1). The statement "limiter degradation of S/W
assumed" means that the signal to noise power density, S' ,/(D, at the input to the
modulator varies between 2 S^^W for large S 'N , and 1T14 S/W for low S/N. Later
it will be shown that this assumption has little effect on the overall result.
The value of the subcarrier power ( S sc , sum of upper and lower subcarrier)
declines almost linearly with S/N after S/N reaches -10 db, with a phase modu-
lation constant of 1.5 appearing to have a slight advantage over 1.0 or 2.0. The
decline it -,ubcarrier power is caused by the noise becoming the modulating sig-
nal by suppressing the modulating signal in the limiter. Fhe carrier component
S c , rema' .s relatively constant since the drive to the modulator, whether signal or
noise, determines the carrier value at the output of the modulator/transmitter.
Small and inconsequential amounts of signal power are present at f c f m  ,, where
m == 2 0 3, 4 • • • , but these powers do not contribute to ground system operation.
Figure 3 was calculated for the same conditions as Figure 2 and presents
the signal to noise power density at the carrier [S C /4$c ( f = f C) b and subcarrierrr
l S sc /2 `1'sc ( f - f c ± f A. On th^ ground we are interested in the noise power
densities at the signal components since these densities can directly affect the
phase locked loops in the ground system operation. The signal to noise power
density at either subcarrier ( f c •1 f a or f c -
 
f , ) is shown as S sc/2 (tsc•
t
It is apparent in Figure 3 that modulating by the noise does produce a finite
but small noise spectral density at the carrier frequency, f c o If the noise power
at the modulator input in the transponder continued to increase as the input S/N
decreased, the line shooing signal to noise power density at the carrier at large
S/N would continue downward as S/N decreased. Remember, however, that the
limiter effectively sets the noise power drive to the modulator at a maximum
value of 0.5 watts (see Table II). Thus for low signal to noise ratios (below 0 db)
the noise power drive to the modulator remains effectively constant quid produces
a relatively constant signal to noise power density at the carrier frequency.
It should be noted here that these small ratios about the carrier frequency
will be shown to be unimportant in terms of degradation of ground system
operation.
The signal to noise power density at either subcarrier frequency degrades
almost linearly with input signal to noise ratio. This is because the signal power
into the modulator decreases nearly linearly with decreasing S/N, and below
S,'N = -20 db the variation of Ssc/2 d'sc is linear.
The dotted line in Fio;11re 3 shows a minimum requirement fo r either the
carrier or subcarrier phase locked loop in the ground system. This is calculated
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jas follows: assume for the ground system a minimum 2 sided phase locked loos,
bandwidth of 20 Hz. At least a 5 db input signal to noise ratio is required for
loop operation, so that a minimum required signal to noise power density at the
carrier or subcarrier loop input is + 18 db-Hz. Below this line of minimum
S C ,/0`
 or S SC/24) SC , the ground system Is considered inoperative.
In Figure 3, it was difficult to plot values for the subcarrier signal to noise
power density for D
',
 = 1.0 or 2.0 since the values fell so close to Dt - 1.5.
Additionally in Figure 2, the graph is cluttered by the crowding of the subcarrier
power levels for Dm = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. To assist the reader Tables V and VI
have been prepared listing the computed values of subcarrier signal to noise
power density as a function of transponder input S/N (Table V), and the subcar-
rier power (sum of upper and lower sideband) also as function of transponder
input S,N (Table VI). The modulation constant, Dm, appears as a parameter in
these tables.
Table V
Subcarrier Signal to Noise Power Density in DB-Hz at Transponder Output,
S SC/2 *SC • 550 kHz Noise Bandwidth. (From Figure 3)
(Radians/Volt) I
Modulation I 	 Output Subcarrier to Noise Density (DB-Hz)
Constant, D(,
1.0 81.6 71.5 58.5 47.2 36.3 26.3
1.5 82.9 72.7 58.8 47.0 36.0 26.0
2.0 I	 83.2 72.8 58.6 46.4 35.1 25.1
Input SIN (DB) +20 + 10 0 -10 -20 T-30_^
S/N (DB), Transponder Limiter Input, Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
Figure 4 has been prepared in illustration of the noise spectral density
about the subcarrier frequencies (550 kHz transponder noise bandwidth). Only the
density about the upper subcarrier, 2255.4 MHz, is shown, but the density at the
lower subcarrier, 2250.6 MHz, is identical. The density about the carrier has
not been plotted because it is insignificant compared to the subcarrier densities.
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Table VI
Subcarrier Signal Power in DBM at Transponder Output, S SC 550 kIlz
Noise Bandwidth. (From Figure 2)
(Radians/Volt)
Modulation	 Output Subcarrier Signal Power (DBM)
Constant, D^	 (Based on One Watt Total Available Power)
1.0
1.5
2.0
Input S/NI (DB)
T11
	
25.9
27.9
28.2
+20 '
25.8
27.7
27.8
I	 + 10
22.5
24.1
24.0
— 0
14.0
15.2
14.4
-10
3.8
4.6
-6.2
-5.1
3.2
-20
-6.8
-	 't)
SIN (DB), Transponder Limiter Input, Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
Figure 4 then is a plot of the noise spectral density in dbm-Hz about the
upper subcarrier frequency, 2255.4 MHz, for transponder limiter input signal to
noise ratios of 100, 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001. The modulation constant, D ' , for
this figure was set at 1.5 radians/volt. The total available transmitter power is
one watt, and condition 1, limiter degradation of S/W , is assumed. The dotted
line shown for reference is the IF bandpass noise spectral density input to the
modulator for a SIN of 100. It is shown here to demonstrate the spreading of
the tails of the noise power spectral density by the modulation process. Note that
for a SIN of 100, the spectral shape of the noise very closely resembles the input
noise power spectrum. As SIN decreases, the spectral spreading worsens, until
SIN reaches 0.01. At this SIN, the noise power input to the modulator is 0.5 watts
and increases no further because of the limiter acting to provide a constant drive
to the modulator. Further decreases in SIN do not affect the noise output of the
modulator; only the signal S SC continues to decrease with decreasing SIN.
Figure 5 also treats the Subcarrier noise power density at the upper Sub-
carrier frequency, but here the S N into the limiter is held fixed at -30 db
(0.001), and D. is the parameter varied. The dotted line illustrates the IF noise
poNN v r spectral density at the modulator input, (P , at S/ N = 0.001. For small
mok 11ation constants, i. e., D. = 0.5, the output spectral density about the subcarrier
is ;ry similar to the modulating spectral density, 1. The spreading of the
s ► -tral density increases with increasing modulation constant, D., a result
whj,;h is physically similar to the spreading of the phase modulator output spec-
trum for deterministic modulations.
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These preceding figures complete the illustratlon of the modulator/transmitter
output for a transponder noise bandwidth of 550 klf- and under the assumption
that the siirnal to noise power density into the modulator varies as the out-
put signal to noise ratio of the limiter, condition (1). Earlier we had stated that
ver ,, little differences existed betwee1 'ie results for condition (1), limiter
degradation of S R assumed and the results for condition (2), .io limiter degrada-
tion of S 'W assumed. Isere we attempt to justify these statementb.
Table VII shows the comparison of Conditions (1) and (2) for D, = 1.0. In
the top row, the signal to noise power density about the carrier is compared. At
an S ,'N of 100, they differ by 3.0 db, at an S N of 0.001 they differ by 0.1 db, but
a maimitude of Sc 'Oc of 85 db or 70 db has no effect on ground system operation.
The ground system itself (and any ground system) v ill have a maximally attain-
able Sc ! 10c constrained by the imperfections within the system (i. e., instability
of reference frequencies) and this limit for the GRARR system is typically
50 db-liz.
Table VII
Comparison of Modulator/Transmitter Outputs for Conditions (1) and (2),
DI) = 1.0, Transponder Noise Bandwidth 	 550 kHz.
Limiter Input
SIN 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001
Sc	 NLD 85.2 76.0 70.6 70.6 70.8 70.8
(Pc
(DB-Hz)	 LD 88.2 78.2 71.5 71.6 70.8 70.9
78.5 68.4 37.4 27.3SSC	 NLD 57.9 47.4
21SC	 LD(DB-H z)
I
I	 81.6 71.5 58.5 47.2 36.3 26.3
Sc	 N LD 27.7 2 7. 7 27.8	 27.8 27.8 27.8
(DBM)	 LD 27.7 27.6 28.0	 28.0
22.4	 1^.5
27.8 27.8
S SC	 NLD 25.9 25.4 4.8 -5.2
(DBM)	 LD 25.9 25.8 22.5	 14.0 3.8 -6.2
NLD-Condition (2): No Limiter Degradation of S.'W Assumed.
LD--Condition (1): Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
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The subcarrier signal to noise power density ( S sc/ 2(Psc ) comparison .;ho%%-s
a difference of 3.1 db at SIN = 100, and a difference of 1.0 db at SIN 1 0.001.
':I'his factor of 3 db for large SIN aplears because it was assumed that the signal
to noise lx)wer density, Sim, into the modulator for con(+ition (1) was a factor of
2 poorer than for condition (2). Note that even in condition (2), where the input
to the modulator was assumed to be unchanged by an : - limiter effects, S S :/2(1)sc
decreased 51.2 db for a decrease of S IN of 50 db. This measure is our hest
comparison of the degradation of the signal to noise power density about the sub-
carrier by the modulator alone. Here for D O = 1.0, the degradation is negligible,
a 1.2 db departure from linear.
In rows 3 and 4, the carrier and subcarrier powers are compared. The
largest difference in carrier power is 0.8 db, and the largest difference in sub-
carrier power is 1.0 db.
Table VI11 is identical to Table VII in all parameters, except that Dm = 1.5.
Again, the carrier signal to noise power density has no effect on ground system
operation. In the second row, S sc '2(Psc differ by 3.1 db at S/N = 100 and 1.0 db
at SIN = 0.001. Rows 3 and 4 show maximum differences of 0.5 db and 1.0 db
respectively. Note that in row 2 for condition (2), S sc/2<D sc decreases by
52.8 db for a SIN decrease of 50 (lb. This is a slightly larger degradation over
the Dy = 1.0 case (2.3 db vs 1.2 d;)) but still essentially a linear conversion of
uplink S/W into downlink, subcarrier Ssc/2`tsc'
Table IX follows Table VII and VIII with D t held at 2.0 radians/volt. Again
carrier signal to noise power density is above ground system requirements. The
subcarrier signal to noise power density differs by 3.1 (lb at SIN	 100, and
1.1 db at SIN - 0.001. The carrier powers differ at most 1.3 db, and the sub-
carrier power by 1.1 db. Over the total range of SIN variation, 50 db, Ssc/2(Psc
varies 3.9 db), compared to 2.8 db for D(,r, 1.5, and 1.2 db for D
',
 = 1.0. Here
again it must be stressed that the departure from linear of the output signal to
noise power density (S sc' 2(Dsc) compared to the input signal to noise S/N
for condition (2) is small. However if one considers the outp^v signal to
noise POWER ratio about the subcarrier including the broadening of the noise
spectrum, it must be concluded that the signal to noise power ratio at the output
of the modulator degrades more seriously than the output .signal to noise power
density just about the subcarrier component. This feature of phase modulation
would be analogous to Tausworthe's contention for the limiter, that immediately
about the signal, the signal to noise power density essentially is not degraded at
the output of the limiter compared to the input, ut the broadening of the noise
spectral input does effectively degrade the signal to noise ratio at the output.
The preceding paragraphs conclude the presentment of the results for the
550 kHz transponder noise bandwidth. The last remaii)ing features are the re-
sults for the 3900 kHz transponder noise bandwidth. The parameters used in the
41
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Table VIII
Comparison of Alodulator/Transmitter Outputs for Conditions ( 1) and (2),
Do
 = 1.5, Transponder Noise Bandwidth = 550 kHz.
Limiter Input
S/N 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001
_	
---(-NLDSc_ -^76.2 67.2 62.8 63. 63.5 63.6
-'	
.J
Tc
(DB-1Iz) t LD
S SC	 NLD
79.2
79.8
69.1
69.5
03.7
58.1
64.3
47.2
63.6
37.0
63.7
27.0
24SC ILD X32.9 72.7 58.8 47.0 I	 36.0 26.0(D13-11z)
Sc	 r:^(LD 24.1 I	 24.3 24.9 25.1 25.1 25.1
LD 24.2 23.9 25.2 25.6 25.1 25.1(T.)B I)
S sc	 I^ NLD 27.9 27.3 23.8 15.4 5.6 -4.4
(PBM'	 LD I	 27.9 27.7 24.1 15.2 4.6 -5.4
NI,D-Condition (2): No Limiter Degradation of S.%W Assumed.
LD-Condition (1): Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
calculation are the following: A Lz f2- , DO = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, N o varied between
0,0025 to 0.5 watts (condition 1, see Table II) as a function of input S IN, B O varied
between 1.0 and 0.028025 (for Dm = 1.5 and see Table II), f B = 1,555,875 Hz
(noise bandwidth - 3.9 MHz), f c = 2253 MHz, f , - 2.4 Mliz, andf C  2.4 MHz.
The noise input to the modulator was assumed to be the same Gaussian shape as
the input to the limiter, but the amplitudes of the signal anti noise density follow
the changes in total output signal to noise (condition 1). Figure 6 illustrates tho
signal power output condition for the wider transponder noise bandwidth.
Table X should be viewed in conjunction with Figure 6 since crowding of this
figure would have resulted if all the information were plotted thereon.
Figure 7 show the signal to noise power densities for the 3,900 kHz trans-
ponder noise bandwidth. Table XI presents the additional information which
could not be fitted in Figure 7.
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Table IX
Comparison ca' Modulator/Transmitter Outputs for Conditions (1) and (2),
D(k = 2.0, Transponder Noise Bandwidth _ 550 kliz.
^ Limiter Input
SIN 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001
Sc 	NLD 66.2 58.1 56.4 57.7 58.0 58.0
4C
LD 69.2 59.2 57.3 58.9 58.0 58.1(I)B-Hz')
S SC^ (NLD 80.1 69.6 57.7 46.4 36.2 26.2
24SC
(DB-Hz)	 LD 83.2 72.8 58.6 46.4 35.1 25.1
S c 	NLD 16.9 17.9 20.5 21.2 21.2 21.2
LD 17.0 16.6 21.2 22.1 21.2 21.3(DBNI) I
S SC	 NLD 28.1 27.5 23.3 14.2 4.3 5.7
LD 28.2 27.8 24.0 14.4 3.2 -6.8(D13:VI)
NLD- Conditicn (2): No Limiter Degradation of S/W Assuined.
LD-Condition (1): Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
Finall y , Table XII shows the comparison of modulator output for conditions
(1) and (2) with the phase modulator constant, D ;. , held at 1,5 radians/volt. It
Y'
was deemed unnecessary to present the comparisons for D
,,
 = 1.0 and 2.0.
With these preceding results covering all applicable conditions of modu-
lation constant, noise bandwidth, and signal to noise input ratio, we are now in a
position to calculate the effect of the weak uplink conditions in the ATS-F/
NIMBUS-E tracking data relay experiment.
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Table X
Subcarrier Signal Power in DBM at Transponder Output,
S sc , 3900 kHz Noise BandMdth (From Figure 6).
(Radians/Volt)
Modulation	 OutpU Subcarrier Signal Power (DBM)
Constant, Dm	 (Based on One Watt Total Available Power)
	
1.0
	
1	 25.9	 25.8	 22.5	 14.1	 3.8	 -6.2
	
1.5
	 I	 27.9	 27.7	 24.1	 15.2	 4.6	 -5.4
	
2.0	 28.2	 27.8	 24.0	 11.4	 3.2	 -6.7
Input SIN (DB) ' + 20	 +10	 0	 -1(	 F-20	 -30
SIN (DB), Transponder Limiter Input, Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
Table XI
Subcarrier Signal to Noise Power Density in DB-Hz at Transponder Output,
S sc' 24)scl 3900 kHz Noise BandN^ddth (From Figure 7).
(Radians/Volt) I
Modulation
Constant, n	 I	 Output Subcarrier to Noise Density (DB-Hz)
1.0 88.9 78.8 66.2 55.1 44.1 34.1
1.5 88.5 78.4 65.6 54.3 43.1 33.1
2.0 87.2 77.0 64.5 52.8 41.4 31.4
Input SIN (DB) i +20	 t +10
--
0
--	 -
-10
--
-20
------------
-30
SIN (DB), Transponder Limiter Input, Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
I
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Table XII
Comparison of Modulator/Transmitter Outputs for Conditions (1) and (2),
Dm - 1.5, Transponder Noise Bandwidth = 3900 kil?,.
Limiter Input
S/N 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001
S C	 NLD 82.4 74.2 68.7 67.6 67.5 67.5
(PC
I.D 86.4 76.4 69.6 68.4 67.6 67.6(DB-Hz)
85.5 75.4S S	 NLD 64.8 54.3 44.2 34.2
24sc LD(lll3sc 88.5 78.4 6 5. 6 54.3 43.1 31.1
24.1 24.3 25.1 25.1S C	 NLD 24.9 25.1
(DBM) ^ LD 24.2 23.9 25.2 25.5 25.1
5.6
25.1
-4.4SSC	 NLD 27.9 27.3 23.8 15.4
LD 27.9 27.7 24.1 15.2 4.F(DBM) -5'4
NLD: Condition (2): No Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
LD: Condition (1): Limiter Degradation of S/W Assumed.
6. APPLICATION OF MODULATION RESULTS TO ATS-F/NIMBUS-E
TRACKING EXPERIMENT
Reference 10 describes in detail the parameter of the ATS-F/NIMBUS-E
tracking links. It is the intent here to use the parameters of that reference,
and the theory and result of sections 4 and 5 herein, to show the degradation in
the range rate measurement in the ground tracking system. Figure 8 presents
a functional block diagram which illustrates the n-,)urinal link parameter. The
value of the parameters are taken specif cally from section 9.5, Tables 9.5-1 B,
9.5-2B, 9.5-313, and 9.5-413 of reference 10. For example between Q and Q
in Figure 8, the uplink parameters to ATS-F total to a value of -134.8 db. This
total includes ground transmit antenna gain, miscellaneous transmit losses,
free space loss, ATS-F receive ani.enna gain, ATS-F antenna polarization loss,
and miscellaneous receive losses on the ATS- F spacecraft.
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Table XII1 has a sample calculation for the resultant sitrnal to noise power
density at the ground for the nominal conditions shown in Figure 8, and for the
condition:. -)f D', - 1.5 and a transponder noise bandwidth of 550 kHz. Definitions
in Table XIII are as follows:
S IN —signal power input it dbm
N I N —noise pottier input in dbm
N I NT —internally generated noise power of following block, referred to input
of block, in clbm
^Z
S INC —carrier signal power input in dbm
c I NSC —subcarrier signal power input, sum of upper and lower spectral
components, in dbm
N INC —input noise power about the carrier in dbm
N I N SC —input noise power about the subcarrier in dbm
The values for the carrier and subcarrier power levels at point (1,  GRARR
transponder phase modulator/transmitter output, were taken from Figure 2
(condition 1).
At point C in Table XIII, the input noiso powers about the carrier and
subcarrier (N INC and N I NSC ) > generated in the GRARR transponder and at-
tenuated in downlink Q	 @, are negligible compared to the internally gen-
erated noise within the ATS-F transponder. Thus from block G on, the only
important noise component is the ATS-F transponder noise relayed to the ground
system. Note that the ATS-F transponder noise at point ®, N IN, even after
attenuation in ling: Q7	 ®, is still dominant compared to the internal noise cf
the ground system, NTNL, The ATS-F transponder noise, in essence, sets the
value of (D C , the noise power density in the ground system.
One simplification made in the calculations of Table XU1 should be explained.
At tine ATS-F transponder in either the uplink or the downlink, the signal and noise
power relayed up or dc-,\m were calculated on the basis of maintaining the input
signal and noise ratios at the output of the transponder, and holding the total out-
put power at E- 43 dbm. This assumes a linear limiter or AGG, system in the
ATS-F transponder on both the uplink and the downlink.
Similar calculations to those in Table XIII were made for the transmit/
receive antenna on NIMI BUS-E at other values than ZG db/14 di). For example
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Table XIIT
Sample calculation of Ground Signal to Noise Power Density for ATS- F/
NUMBUS-E Linl:s. Nominal Conditions, 550 kHz Transponder
Noise Bandwidth. D¢ = 1.5.
r-- ----
-71.8 `-V 43.0 -104.1S IN 1+63
NIN -	 -235.8 (20 A1Hz) 18.7 (20 MHz)	 -128.4 (20 \illz)
f NINT -101 (20 I%THz)	 -96.1 (20 ATHz) i -10'.	 (20 ?11Iiz) 1-110.4 (550 kl1 z)
N IN ; NINT [ 101 (20 A11iz)	 -96.1 (20 MHz) 18.7 (20 MiIz)	 -110.4 (550 1,?iz)
(DBM) © Q
SING 30.5 -116.6
SINSC: 32... -114.9
I N
I %1C 20.9 1550 kHz) -126.2 (550 kHz)
N IN SC 22.6 (1100 kHz) -124.5 (1100 kH7 )
-97.9 (20 MHz)N INT -101 (20 ATHz)
-11'3.5 (550 kHz)
N	 ` N 20.9 (550 kHz) -113.5 (550 kHz)I %r:	 I NT
NINSC +H INT 22.6 (1100 kHz) -110.5 (1100 kHz)
--	 ----
(DBM)
---
O I NC 24.2 -109.9
S I •: 5 c 25.9 -108.2
N I N 42.9 (20 ATHz) -91.2 (20 MHz)
HINT -101 (20 A111z) -105.6 (2v ATHz)
N IN + NINT 42.9 (20 A1Hz) I -91.2 (20 MHz)
S GC/`DGC = -109.9 - (-91.2 -73.0) = 54.3 db-Hz
SGSC/MGSC	 108.2 - (-91.2 - 73.0) = 56.0 db--Hz.6
6Since the ATS-F transponder noise about the upper subcarrier frequency is not correlated with the
P_TS-F transponder noise about the lower subcarric, frequency, the ground system demodulation
process which coherently sums the upper and lower suLcarriers, also non-coherentl y sums the
ATS-F transponder noise about these signal components. In effect a 3 d^ improvement is obtained
and the resultant subcarrier fignal to noise power density in the ground system is equal to the sum
of the upper and lower signal subcarrier power, divided by the noise rower density. This is in con-
trast to Figures 3 and 7, and TableF V, VII, VIII. IX, XI, and Xll, wherein the GRARR transponder
noise at the upper and lowe r sub,_artier frequencies is correlated, and SSL; )(D SC is the value for
the subcarrier signal to noise rower density.
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with a 2 db/0 di) antenna on Nimbus-F, the blaocks between points 0 and (D, and
between 0 and F©' have attenuation of 161.1 db compared to nominal conditions of
117.1 db and the signal to noise . -atio at the input to the GRARR transponder de-
creases V.- db. Other values of transmit/receive antenna gain were assumed and
calculations were made for the effect in the ground; system operation. Figure 9
presents the ground signal to noise power densities at the carrier and subcarrier
frequencies for the case of a 550 kllz transpo ►.ider noise bandwidth, and under
condition 1. Condition 2 resu l ts would be for all practical purposes, identical to
Figure 9. In addition, modulation constants setting between 1.0 and 2.0 also
would produce insignificant changes (at low S/ N) in Figure 9, which was cal-
culated for D. = 1.5.
It must be stressed that Figure 9 was computed by varying'.joth the uplink
and downlink Nimbus antenna gain (one antenna;) so that the uplink signal to noire
ratio at the GRARR transponder decreased ;n proportion to the decrease in
Nimbus-E receive antenna gain. The downlink carrier and subcarrier signal
power decreased in proportion to the de g rcase in Nimbus-E; downlink antenna
gain. Thus, below 0 db in Figure 9, the carrier degrades proportional to the de-
crease in transmit antenna gain (carrier output remains constant, whether modu-
lation is signal or noise), and the subcarrier degrades proportional to the square
of the decrease in antenna gain (less subcarrier power out of modulator because
of reduced uplink power, and less downlink subcarrier power available at ground
occause of additional attentuation in downlink).
Figure 10 presents the results for a transponder noise bandwidth of :3900 kfiz
with all other parameters remaining the same as in Figure 9. Note that in
Figure 10 at nominal conditions (receive antenna train = 14 db), the subcarrier
signal Lo noise power density is already near the value of 50 db-Hz, the desi--d
value for the tracking relay experiment. The reasons for the poorer perform-
ance of the wider noise bandwidth case are twofold: (l) under the nominal con-
ditions, N the noise power into the modulator is larger and hence the
term exp D,,,' NJ which multiplies the sitmal component in Equation (76) is
smaller for the larger noise bandwidth (larger N o). This is equivalent to less
subcarrier signal power available at the ground.
(2) The argument of the Bessel function in Equation (76) is B o D<f , and Bo
depends upon N .. As N. increases, B. decreases. This is readily apparent in
Tables II and 111. "'he noise power transmitted from Nimbus-E and described
by "-,, ( f ),,,, c is negligible after attenuation in the downlink compared to the in-
ter'nai noise of the ATS-F transponder, so that it does not enter directly into the
lint, degradation.
In conjunction with the results of Figures 9 ana 10, one further e3mment is
required. Recall that early in the discussion it was stated that the signal up-
link was unmodulated but that investigation should be made into the case of a
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modulated uplink. This is intended by the author, but from the results of law
index modulating with noise and unmodulated signal, it is anticipated that a simi-
lar almost linear transfer of the uplink anti. noise spectrum to the downlink
subcarrier spectrum will occur. If the up'_ink is modulated, the signal spectrum.
rather than one spectral line as in the unmodulated case, will be almost linearly
translated to the subcarrier frequencies. If this proves so, and the author
strongly feels this to be the case, the line representing the subcarrier signal to
noise power density in figures 9 and 10 will be lowered a constant value for
wil SIN into the transponder limiter. For example, if the ground signal is phase
modulated by a, single tone of 100 kHz, the ground modulation index is 1.06, the
power in the uplink carrier is 2.6 db below the case of the unmodulated uplink
signal. Obviously the remainder of the uplink power is available in the mod-
ulation portion of the spectrum. Now, if it is assumed that this signal spectrum,
along with the transponder noise spectrum are the subcarrier spectral compo-
nents, then we must adjust the subear, tier signal and signal to noise power density
downward by 2.6 db in Figures 9 and 10 for the modulated uplink case. This con
jecture by the author remains to be verified, but hopefully it is manifest to the
reader that one should keep the GRARR transponder bandwidth as narrow as
possible under weak uplink signal conditions.
Finally, some further explanation of the value of 50 db-Hz is required here.
At this value of ground input signal to noise power density the value of the random
range rate error is approximately 1 cm/sec for a GRARR ground system data rate
of 1 measurement per second. For a value of 60 db-Hz, the range rate error still
remains 1 ,cm/sec (system resolution). For a value of 40 db-Hz for SGSC/(^GSC
the range rate error will change, and in the following manner;
=r'
,f
If the Nimbus-E antenna gain; (up and downy were decreased 10 db ^,so that the
value of S GSC / GrSC drops from 50 db-Hz to 30 db-Hz, the ground range rate
error would increase by a factor of 10 or from a 1 cm/sec to a d.1 m/sec range x
rate random error. This perhaps _is the best illustration of the necessity for
avoiding conditions which bring the ground signal to noise density in a tracking }`
relay situation below the value for system resolution.
7. CONCLUSIONS
,,	 w	 aThe mathematical analysis of signal and noise phase modulation has shown
that an almost linear translation of the IF spectrum to the RF spectrum occurs
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for low modulation index. The nonlinearity of the translation occurs in the tails
of the spectral density, but about the signal components, the signal to noise power
density is, for all practical purposes, retained in the modulation process. This
simplifies considerably the ca l «ilation of signal and noise power densities
throughout the tracking data re. , tv multiple link.
It has been emphasized that both uplink and downlink must be inrvestigated
for the tracking data ,relay links. In the preceding sections, it was shown low
weak uplink signal conditions at the input to ±he target transponder directly af-
fected the downlink conditions. Specifically for the ATS-F/NIMBUS-E tracking
experiment, to avoid undesirable ground system operation (nominal operation
below system resolution), it is recommended that:
(1) Use the minimum transponder bandwidth consistent with the ranging
accuracy requirements. The author's recommended value is 550 kHz, implying
that the maximum uplink modulation should be no greater than 100 kHz.
(2) Plan for the nominal values of the Nimbus-E_antenna
 gain, 16 db trans-
mit and 14 db receive, since they are adequate for acceptable ground system
operation. The author stresses that any significant decreases in these gain values
will seriously degrade around system operation.
(3) Use a modulation index of 1.5 radians since it has slight advantages
over lower and higher values.
(4) It is not advantageous to procure extremely low round system noise
temperatures, because the ATS-F transponder noise sets the noise power level
in the ground system. When considering e tracking relay experiment alone, the
cost incurred in extreme reduction of the ground system temperature is wasted.
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Equation (77) in the text presented the equation for the noise power spectral
density:
Az	
L
a, [n B2) ^ SmJm($o DO) DO n NQLE
x f ^n a	 7/2	 eXp D iV n ^	 ,/' k! (C - k)7T 	 f 	IB	 m=5 n = 1 k= 0 P= 1
—y2
a"
6n-2k exp 8n 2 f B (A-1.)
Here we wish to examine this series convergence. Let
A2
K _
	
	 exp ^- Do)	 (A-2)
2 7/2 f
n
I
Also the following terms have their maximum values as follows;
m max
2	 (A-3)
l	 (	 )
	
CJ 
z (BO Dh )]	 A-4t	
max
+ . r
n-2klmax	 2
	
^i 2	
w,	 Y
exp	
P	
-	 (A-G)
8n 7T 2 f B
max	 ^t
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Then 1. ( f )n; 0 must always be equal to o less than:
R
co [n /2) D  n N n.
Wx ( f )00 < (K) ( 2 ) (7) (2) ( 8 )	 ^ n 2 n k , n - k ,	 (A-7)
n = 1 k = 0
	
oa [n l2]	 D 2 n N n
x ( f )n^ p ^ 224K
	
	 ^	
O	
+	 (A-8)
n2 k. n - k
	
n = 1 k-0	 )
Here we examine a few terms of the double summation:
D2 N^1.	 2	 (A-9)
1	 DO 4N 2	 ^DS2 N O) 2	 1
^.
n	 2. 22k!^2_k)! -	
22	 [-2-T. + 1!:Z!	 (A-14)
k= 0
1	 D^ ^ o 	 ^D^ N0) 3 1
+ 
1
n -
	
3:	 3 l-(k)!	 23 J3-3!	 11 21
k=0
	
(A-11)
17 ^2 kt
2	 8 4
	
2	 4
n = 4:	
D^ N o	
= _^D0 No	 11 + 1 + ^ 1 i (A-12)
L r4 2 4
	
4 - k !
	
24	 4• 3. 2, 2•
k= o	 (	 )
2	 D^10111 2 Noes/ Do 	 1	 1	 1
n =	 _ \2 5 kI(5 -k)I	 25	 15!	 4!	 (A-13)+	 +5;	 2! 3! k=p
f
I 3	 Dip s No	 (Do No) 6 1	 11 n 6
	
	
k! 6 - k	 26	 I-c! 5! + 2! 4! + 31'3!1'(A- 14)
k= 0 (	 )•
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YThe last term in each series is the largest term so that:
:1 z
	
1
D 2„ N „	 0 rrp 2 N „
O	 4 o ^^ 	 1
 [.2+1	 (A-])
_ 	 _	 2 n k! n -k	 1 ,	 n2 n	 	 n	 `^
nw k-- 4 fi	 n= I	 2 1 I" 2
where P(x) is the gamma or generalized factorial function with argument (x).
To the infinite summation on the right of Equation ,A-15, we apply the ratio test
to determine the region of convergence:
f D 2 N n	 +, 
1	
1
2„+i n. 1	 2	 n+ 1 +1
	
n+1+ 1
2
(D2 2 N 0
 )n (L' +
2 n F 	 1 
r
n	 n+1
2 +^ r 2
From the gamma function fundamental relation:
ra4°3
	
n+l
D 2^ No n 2	 2
2 in- —+I
2
	 P ( -2
n+3
2 
(A- 16)
["(x + 1)	 xf'(x)	 x > Q	 (A-17)
P n+3	 - t n +l	 1	 n+1 1 n+12	 2 	 2 	 (	 )
Equation (A-16) simplifies to;
n+3
ID12 No	 2	 D N Q 1Cn (n + 3)
=	
^	 (A-19)
2 n +1 n+2 n+1
	 t17l( n -+-2)(n + 1)
2	 2
For large n the right side of Equation A-19 approaches:
r 2 w+ I
8
iI
i
I
I
i
is
i
w.
F'
and in the limit as n approaches infinity, (A-20) vanishes. This proves the ab-
solute convergence of Equation (A-1), since D2 N 4 must always he finite in any
real problem.
In this analysis:
(D2 N O) max	 ((2) 2 (0.5)] - 2
	 (A►-21)
and after 20 terms in "n t ', the maximum error in disregarding the 21st te]`ni is
only 10% of the value of the 20th term.
